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About This Game

Do you think 1 + 1 = 0 is correct? So what do you think about "black + black = white" statement?

VOI is relaxing minimal puzzle game based on XOR logic;

0+0=0
1+0=1
0+1=1
1+1=0

VOI gives you a few draggable geometric shapes (triangle, square, rhombus, parallelogram etc.) to reach target shape. That's all.
Do you think that the easy?

* One page game (no start button, no exit button)
* Cool music and fx

* Use mouse wheel to scroll levels
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Publisher:
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Funny and relaxing.... How to play the game:
- (lv.1) *click* *drag**click* *drag* ... Done!. EZ!
- (lv.20) *click* *drag* umm *click* *drag* *click*... Done!. EZ!
- (lv.>30) *click* *drag* umm *click* *drag* *click*... (produce upside down image) *click* *drag* *click*... (produce
mirrored image) dafuq! *click* *drag* *click*... Done! GG!

Impressiom:
So this is a minimalistic & simple but sometimes complicated puzzle game.
The task, control and interface is so simple.
I like simple puzzle games.

But there is a bug I discover: switching/selecting between levels too quickly will create a glitch that some shape may be stuck on
your circle, it can't be moved, but it can still react with other "real" shape (1+1=0 things), need to close and reopen the game to
fix that.

And 1 more. Finishing final level doesn't give celebration. I expect some congratulation, balloon, fireworks and a $100 swc. lol,
jk

"How much I like enjoy this game" score: 7/10 - would give 9/10 if finishing final level congratulate me.

How much I want to recommend this game score: 8/10, it's cheap and good.. Like any other Yunus Ayyıldız's games, level
design is the key reason of why you must play this game. Even though puzzle mechanic is very simple, you can struggle in a
single level for minutes.. A beautiful minimalist puzzle game that did really well on iOS, finally is on desktop. If you are looking
for an elegant, mind-bending experience that requires absolutely zero commitment, you should totally play this. Well worth the
price.

Definitely recommended.. A short puzzle game that could be completed in under an hour. The core gameplay is decent, but
without Workshop functionality, there's not much replay value here.

And as other reviews have mentioned, there is zero indication when you finished the last level, and it's cumbersome to navigate
to previous levels.. VOI is a unique puzzle game. It may be short and sometimes very easy, but it's enjoyable. The game's
concept is simple and the execution, in my opinion, is great.

I had a lot of fun playing this one. Some may say that the price is a little high for it's lenght and in a way I agree, but I still
recommend this game. If you really want to wait, the game has been on sale multiple times.. I bought this game for $.49 during
the Summer sale. It took me just over 2 hours to beat. 25 cents an hour for mindless entertainment is well worth it. The game is
basically a tangrams game where you need to complete the finished shape with multiple other shapes. The twist is when you
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overlap pieces, they cancel each other out. It adds complexity over the regular tangrams game. What I would like to see added to
the game would be a puzzle/level creation tool where you can upload your creations and download others. If you are looking for
a time wasting puzzle game, this will do.. So contemplative and puzzling... What's there not to like?!
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Simple and relaxing puzzle. A minimalistic and visual puzzle game, with a relaxing vibe.
You drag and drop color inverting shapes onto a grid, trying to create a specific target shape.

Neutral:
- Playtime: 0.5 - 1.5 h
- 1$ = 66 Levels, fair price.
Simple, easy and relaxing
- only 2 shades (b/w)
- no menus
- no Hints
- mostly symmetrical solutions
- only 4 pieces
- no tutorial required

Pros:
Very compact and pure.
Really nice puzzles.
Very fresh, unique and elegant.
Nice soundscape, but not crucial (you can use your own music if you want to)

Cons:
No real increase in difficulty after the first couple of levels
No real ending, it just stops.
Too short.
Not a huge replay value.
Very minor bugs:
- slight misalignement of pieces
- weird "hide" funcionality when clicking on target shape
- steam overlay doesent work

Audience:
Visual thinkers will have no problem solving those, but they are pretty fun and very relaxing.
Others might spend a couple minutes solving a puzzle.
As a small cheap gift, you cant go wrong with this one.

Critique:
Could be made more difficult by adding more pieces (count/shape) and going for a bit less symmetrical solutions
Could easily be programmed to"auto generate" new puzzles for more longevity.
A bit buggy.
Needs proper ending screen.. Pleasant puzzle mobile-like game that makes you think about shapes and colors in unusual way in
order to complete the picture required on each level. Easy to pick up, takes some time to master.. Nice puzzle with relaxing
soundtrack.. Logic + pattern recognition = puzzles that will melt your brain!

I own the pc and android versions of Hocus and Voi and I'm pretty much sold to anything this developer will churn out!

Enjoy!. So contemplative and puzzling... What's there not to like?!
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